At Ball Hog, we understand that different customers have different needs, which is why we offer two distinct basketball goal systems.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE FOR ATHLETES AND DRIVEWAY LEGENDS

At Ball Hog, we understand that different customers have different needs, which is why we offer two distinct basketball goal systems.

SELECT SERIES
- ENERGY
- ACCEL
- VELOCITY
- MOMENTUM

ASCENT SERIES
- SUMMIT
- PINNACLE
- APEX
- ZENITH

Ball Hog basketball goals are proudly MADE in the USA, not just assembled in the USA. Each goal is manufactured by skilled American welders to ensure that you and your family will be able to enjoy your new Ball Hog goal system for years to come.

MADE IN THE USA
The Ball Hog Select Series goals are designed to provide superior ball response for recreational residential use.

**Pole:** 7 gauge steel (3/16” wall thickness)

**Backboard:** 3/8” Tempered Glass

**Hardware:** 1/2” Anchor Bolts

**Finish:** High Gloss Acrylic Enamel

**Accessories:** Backboard and Pole Pad, Height Adjustment Lock

**Overhang:** 32” on Energy, 38” on Accel, 51” on Velocity

---

**Available Models**

**Velocity:** 72” Backboard
- 6” Square Pole
  (Shown with optional pole and backboard pads)

**Accel:** 60” Backboard
- 5” Square Pole

**Energy:** 54” Backboard
- 4” Square Pole

1. **Internal Height Adjustment**
   Effortless rim height adjustment from 6’ to 10’

2. **H-Frame Construction**
   Built for consistent ball response

3. **Ground Anchor Hinge**
   Allows for easy goal assembly, no ladders or scaffolding
The Ball Hog Ascent Series goals are engineered for exceptional durability and consistent play in both commercial and residential applications.

**Pole:** 7 gauge steel (3/16" wall thickness) with welded steel cap  
**Backboard:** 3/8" Tempered Glass or 1/2" Acrylic  
**Hardware:** 3/4" Anchor Bolts  
**Finish:** UV Stable Texturized Powder Coat  
**Accessories:** Backboard and Pole Pad  
**Overhang:** 36" on Summit & Pinnacle, 48" on Apex

**1. External Height Adjustment**  
Precise height adjustment from 6.5’ to 10’

**2. Y-Frame Construction**  
Maximum stability and unobstructed, ClearView backboard

**3. Aluminum Face Frame**  
Structural grade for added stability and protection

**Available Models**  
6” Square pole is standard on all Ascent models  
- **Apex:** 72” Backboard  (Shown with optional pole and backboard pads)  
- **Pinnacle:** 60” Backboard  
- **Summit:** 54” Backboard
**MOMENTUM**
**SELECT SERIES - WALL MOUNT**

The Ball Hog Momentum wall mount goal offers the same great features as our Select series but in a durable wall mount version for use indoors or out.

**Wall Anchor Frame:** 7 gauge angle iron (3/16” thick)
**Backboard:** 60” and 72”, 3/8” Tempered Glass
**Hardware:** Zinc Plated Hardware
**Finish:** High Gloss Acrylic Enamel
**Accessories:** Backboard Pad
**Overhang:** 36”

---

1. **External Height Adjustment**
   - Effortless rim height adjustment from 6’ to 10’

2. **H-Frame Construction**
   - Precise and consistent ball response

---

**ZENITH**
**ASCENT SERIES - FIXED HEIGHT**

The Ball Hog Zenith fixed height goal leads the market in durability, rigidity, safety and style, even on the toughest courts!

**Pole:** 7 gauge steel (3/16” wall thickness) with welded steel cap
**Backboard:** 72”, 1/2” Acrylic
**Hardware:** 3/4” Anchor Bolts
**Finish:** UV Stable Texturized Powder Coat
**Accessories:** Backboard and Pole Pad
**Overhang:** 36”, 48” or 72”

---

1. **Y-Frame Construction**
   - Maximum stability and unobstructed, Clearview backboard

2. **Aluminum Face Frame**
   - Structural grade for added stability and protection